Medical image registration methods which use mutual information as similarity measure have been improved in recent decades. Mutual Information is a basic concept of Information theory which indicates the dependency of two random variables (or two images). In the most of these intensity based methods, images are treated as 1D signal and each pixel is considered independent from its neighbors. Although the location of pixels in an image includes more information than the intensity of them, it is ignored in most of the intensity based methods and they use only the intensity of a pixel to compute the images' histogram. There are some other methods like Regional Mutual Information (RMI) which use both of intensity of pixels and the information of image structure for registration. In this paper using the intensity of neighbor pixels of a pixel in image, it is proposed to make a new feature matrix for any image and measure mutual information between these matrices to determine how much similar two images are. Because of the using structural information of images, this method is more robust against noise and intensity variation and it is more accurate in comparison with methods which use only intensity of pixels and also it is faster than methods like RMI. Experimental results of the rigid registration of clinical brain images (CT), show the superiority of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Image registration is the aligning of two different images of a view or an object such that their similar pixels coincide to each other. This is an intrinsically difficult problem, since corresponding locations in the different images show different intensities, and often there is not a one-to-one mapping between the intensities in the two images. The goal of image registration is to find a transform function by which the floating image is aligned to the reference image. Every image registration algorithms require three basic ingredients: (1) a spatial transformation model which determines the set of possible solutions, (2) an objective similarity measure which estimates the quality of each potential solution, (3) an optimization algorithm which looks for the best solution. 1 2 There are numerous medical imaging modalities that show the anatomy or morphology. Especially, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the head for diagnosis and surgical issues, provide significant information for surgeons. To obtain more complete information about the patient, monitoring tumor growth and comparison of the patient's data with anatomical information, registration between these modalities is necessary. Multimodality registration is of great importance in many medical applications. Over the years, many different methods are advised for this task. A complete survey of these methods and classification of approaches can be found in Refs. [3, 4] . Image registration methods are classified to (1) intensity and (2) feature based methods. Feature based methods use some features (edge, surface, and line etc.), 5 which requires segmentation and feature selection. Intensity based methods, which are more popular in medical image registration, employ the intensity of pixels and no feature is needed. Mutual information is the most popular measure because of its robustness to intensity variation and noise, and high accuracy. 6 It indicates any linear and non-linear correlation between two random variables. 7 Mutual information is one of the basic concepts of Information theory which indicates the dependency of two random variables. Initially, it was used in medical image registration by Viola and Wells in 1995. 8 The underlying concept of mutual information is entropy. The entropy of an image can be thought of as a measure of dispersion in the distribution of the image gray values. A homogeneous image has low entropy, since its gray value distribution basically contains only one sharp peak. Entropy of image A is given by
It is well-known that two random variables A and B with marginal probability distributions p A a , p B b and joint probability distribution p A B a b are independent if and only if 
H A B is the joint entropy of A, B and defined as fallow:
Probability distributions of images are easily derived by normalizing the correspondent histograms. Mutual information takes its maximum value when the underlying random variables (or images) are absolutely dependent (one of them is a function of the other one). In such case, the joint probability matrix (or joint histogram matrix) is diagonal. Reversely, if the images are independent, then the mutual information takes its minimum value, i.e., zero.
In most of prevalent intensity based registration methods which use mutual information as similarity measure, images are considered as 1D signal and only co-occurrence matrix of pixels is used for registration. Since using mutual information in this way has low registration accuracy in some cases, 10 in recent year's researchers tends to use the spatial and geometrical features of image in addition intensity of them. By multiplying the conventional mutual information and mutual information which is derived from gradient of images, Pluim improved the accuracy of registration. 11 In Ref. [12] Butz and Thiran used edge of images as feature images and measured mutual information between these images. Usually this method increases the difficulty of optimization process. On the other hand, some researchers applied mutual information or other entropic similarity measures on high-dimensional spatial feature images, and adopted estimators for high-dimensional distributions. By introducing second-order mutual information, Rueckert used intensity of underlying pixel and its neighbor. 13 Second-order entropy is given by
Where p A a 1 a 2 is the joint probability distribution of the pixel with a 1 intensity and its neighbor with a 2 intensity in image A. Second-order joint entropy of image A and B is defined as follow
(5) where b 1 and b 2 are the intensity of two neighbor pixels in image B which correspond with two neighbor pixels in image A with intensities a 1 and a 2 respectively. In order to evaluate the secondorder mutual information of two images their 4D joint histogram is required. It is more time consuming process to calculate the 4D joint histogram. In Ref. [14] , it's tried to incorporate the information of more pixels and to do this the gradient of image; mean or median of eight neighbors is used to make 4D joint histogram. Russakoff proposed to use directly all neighbors with radius r for registration which called regional mutual information (RMI). 15 This yields to use of intensity of pixels and the spatial information of image. By a rule of thumb for incorporation all nine pixel (r = 1), the 18D joint histogram is required but it's infeasible and will demand more physical memory of the computer system. To overcome this they used covariance matrix of pixels and made some assumption that yields to consider r ≥ 4. Using eight neighbor pixels in original image and coincided pixels in multi-scale gradient images and introducing FNMI method, Philip and Paul made a vector with 9 × d length (d is the number of image (original and multi-scale gradient image)) for any pixel and made the calculation of covariance matrix faster. 16 But because of using gradient of image, this method is suitable for images which have strong edges and since gradient is sensitive to noise, it may not to have acceptable performance in noisy images. In Ref. [17] , a novel similarity measure (QMI) has been introduced which adds a new parameter (called utility) to mutual information. Using the utility of pixels tends to consider of useful information between images. Since pixels which are in the edge of images have high utility value, it can be said that this method emphasizes the structure of images like the previous methods. This method is robust and accurate respect to MI and it can support large capture range but because of calculating the utility of pixels and joint utility of two images it is more time consuming process. In this paper using the intensity of neighbor pixels of a pixel in image; a new feature matrix is made for any image and measure mutual information among these matrixes to determine how much similar two images are. Result of simulation show that using these feature matrices is an efficient way to use the structural and spatial information of an image in vicinity of a pixel. By registering CT images from "RIRE project", experimentally it is shown that our method is more accurate and robust respect to other conventional methods.
PROPOSED METHOD
To use spatial and geometrical information of image, it is proposed to construct a new feature matrix by eight neighbors of pixel and mutual information is measured between feature matrixes of two images. These feature matrices can be formed by using the intensity of neighbor pixels. For example, like the RMI method, we can directly use the intensity of pixels and make the matrices, but our aim is to make a matrix which conveys the most important information of image and also is robust against noise. Therefore, some point should be considered. Since noise which is added to images, usually is Gaussian noise with zero mean, in order to reduce the effect of noise we use mean of intensity of two pixels and make a vector to each pixel in image. Using the mean of all nine pixels, reduce the amount of information between these pixels and so it was not used. These vectors contain both of intensity and structural information of image in the region of underlying pixel with radius r.
For pixel p with intensity x in image A, vector v with length 8 is formed as follow
Where p i s are the eight neighbors of pixel p and x i s are their intensities. Max x x i is the maximum value between x and x i and Bin is the number of gray levels. By dividing the average of two pixels to maximum value between x and x i , we emphasize on information of image structure in that part of image. In the other words, this is a way to detect the edges in image. For instance assuming Bin = 32, if x and x i have the same value and are equal to 10, their average is 10 and v p p i will be 32 but if x = 0 and x i = 20 (it is an edge), they have same average but v p p i will be 16. Since using conventional methods to edge detection usually use gradient or derivation which is sensitive to noise, it is not used to extract the edges as a feature. Thus the vector contains the information of edge (like the amplitude of edge and its direction) and the mean of pixels. For any image with size m × n using these vectors, feature matrix
Steps of feature matrix forming are illustrated in Figure 1 . If FM A and FM B are two feature matrixes of images A and B respectively, to estimate the dependency between images the amount of mutual information between FM A and FM B is measured. Mutual information between two images is considered as follow. 16 Other feature images (multi-scale gradient image, mean image, edge of image) can be used and vectors with size d × 8 (d − 1 is the number of feature images) constructed for any pixel in image.
As it mentioned before, to find the parameters of transformation function an optimization method is needed. In other word, registration is an optimization problem in mathematics. The smoothness and sharper peaks of the registration function are the two most important factors which influence the searching and optimization procedure. 18 To compare and show the high performance of our method respect to other methods, we plotted the mutual information function in terms of rotation around the first pixel in image. The used images for comparison are shown in Figure 2 . Original images are in the first row and the manipulated images are in second row. The number of gray levels is equal to 256. Images are blurred by windows with different size Fig. 1 . Steps of construction of feature matrix. P i s are the pixels in image.
and Gaussian noise with different variance is added to them. First row are the original images (Reference images). Second row are the manipulated images (Floating images).
First image (125 × 125) from left is blurred by window with size 9×9 and rotated 3 degree and also the intensity is subtracted from 256. Second image (400 × 400) is rotated −7 degree, zero mean Gaussian noise with = 0 5 is added and it is blurred by a window with size 3 × 3. Third image (100 × 100) is rotated −5 degree and zero mean Gaussian noise with = 0 1 is added. Forth image (100 × 100) is rotated 6 degree and zero mean Gaussian noise with = 0 5 is added. Fifth image (125 × 125) is rotated 5 degree, intensity is subtracted from 256 and the intensity is changed by Log function. The comparison is established among RMI (r = 3), conventional mutual information (bin = 32), second order mutual information (with right neighbor pixel and mean of eight neighbors) and our method. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 3 . Mutual information which is resulted by each method is plotted in terms of rotation. The grounds truth for images in first, second, third, fourth and fifth images are +3, −7, −5, 6 and 5, respectively.
As it was mentioned before, the smoothness and having strong peak in ground truth are important in optimization stage of registration and as it is seen, the produced surface of objective function by our method is smoother and has sharper peak in ground truth in comparison with other methods. Considering the resulted surface of objective function for the fifth image (intensity of this image is deeply changed) in Figure 2 , poor result of RMI is remarkable while the simple ordinary MI method produced smoother objective function. This can be justified by the fact that in RMI method, the definition of mutual information is not directly used and the covariance matrix of pixels is considered. In the first step of RMI, matrix P d×N (d = 8 r 2 + r + 2 is formed like ours and in the next step the covariance matrix P is calculated. Calculation of covariance matrix increases the runtime of RMI respect to our method. By increasing r, this is more evident.
Absolutely increasing r (using more number of neighbors) yields to more robustness of the method. It means that increasing r leads to use of more information of structure and neighborhood and since noise cannot change all the structure and information in a region, it yields robustness of the method against noise.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For evaluating and comparing the performance of our method with conventional mutual information, sec-order MI (right neighbor and mean of pixels), mean image MI and gradient image MI, rigid body transformation model was selected which contain three rotation and three translation for 3D images. We used CT images (512 × 512 × 29) of five patients from dataset of the project "Retrospective Image Registration Evaluation". Images were re-sampled to 100 × 100 × 10. Applying the transform function T x y z t x t y t z , each images was rotated(in degree) and translated(in pixel). Zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance 0.1 was also added. The number of histogram bins in all images was 32. Mutual information was used as the similarity measure and Powell-Brent method employed for optimization. Powell-Brent method is one of the popular methods in optimization problems. 19 With this method, in each step of the optimization process mutual information function is optimized in one direction of transformation parameters and the resulted point in each step is used as the starting point for the next step. In the next iteration of optimization new vectors are defined by the resulted points in the previous iteration and mutual information function is optimizes in new vectors direction. In our simulation, point (0,0,0,0,0,0) was considered as the starting point and variation of parameters was limited to the interval −10 10 . The result of this simulation and the estimated parameters of transformation function T , are shown in Table I . It can be seen that the difference between the parameters of T and estimated parameters by our method is less than that of other methods and it was predictable because in the previous section it was shown that the surface of objective function in our method is smoother and there is no local optimum in it. Therefore, the optimization stage works as well as possible and it converges to the true answer. As it is seen, in the cases which the distance between transformation function T and start point is large, the conventional methods failed and they did not converged to the ground truth while our method in all of the experiments converged to the true answer. Although the amount of noise or intensity variation in images was high, it could not change the structural and spatial information of image and as a result our method worked well. All of sec-order MI (right neighbor and mean of pixels), mean image MI and gradient image MI, have been designed to make the registration more robust against any distortion and noise but none of them are precise as the proposed method is. In these methods, because of the sensitivity of gradient to noise or averaging the intensity of neighbor pixel (averaging yields losing some information of the image in the vicinity of a pixel), the geometrical information of the images has not been used as effective as possible and as a result they converged to wrong answers. It should be mentioned that, the high accuracy of the proposed method is because of the using feature matrices which forming of them and also computing the joint histogram of these two feature matrices is time consuming and it takes several time more than the ordinary image registration MI method to be processed. Since in medical image registration the accuracy is more important than the time of processing, our method is preferable in comparison to the other common methods in image registration.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a new approach was introduced to use the spatial and structural information of image. Using the neighbor pixels, a feature matrix for each image is produced which contains the information of edge of image and the mean of pixel's intensity. In order to find how much the images are similar, the feature matrixes of images were compared. The RMI method was studied which using neighbor pixels, measures the information between two images. As it has shown, this method is sensitive to strong intensity variation and time consuming task by increasing r. It has demonstrated that the registration function of our method is much smoother than others in case of the images heavily contaminated by the noise or the intensity of float and reference image are different so much. Thus, the optimization won't be trapped in local optima. It indicated that our method is very robust for the noisy data and against any kind of intensity variation and it is because of the fact that geometrical and spatial information are used in our method. It is also hoped to extend the technique so that it can be used in non-rigid registration. For future works, we will focus on the real time implementation of this method and try to decrease the complexity and the time which is needed for simulation.
